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and  
MANAGEMENT 

Priority 1 
Consistent, high quality, person-centred 

teaching and learning  

Priority 2 
 Self-regulate appropriately,  

build resilience 

Priority 3 
Engage safely in communities 

Priority 4 
The schools’ vision underpins 

strategic decision making 

 

Communication strategies are 

applied consistently 

 
Less formal daily activities are 
valued as learning opportunities 

 
Family Links is evident in a 
range of environments 
 
Real life learning develops 
independence  

 
Life skills, linked to ILPs, are 
demonstrated both in and 
beyond school  

EHCPs drive focused, multi 

agency working  

 

Expand provision 
 
Develop strategic 
partnerships 
 

JWS Core Values embed SLICE strategically 

 
expand SLICE and ensure we build capacity from all areas of the school 

 

Safety  Learning  Independence   Communication  Engagement 



INTENT 
 

Communication strategies are 

applied consistently 

 
Grasping every opportunity to ensure all students 

have a voice or method to communicate.  

 
Less formal daily activities are 
valued as learning opportunities 
 
We follow students’ EHCP targets and ensure 

that Key Stage targets are broken down into 

achievable, termly targets in Individual Learning 

Plans, and  ensure  SLICE is embedded 

throughout the school day.  
 

This is about emphasising more e.g. transitions 

from home/school  or  transition times 

throughout the day (outdoor learning / break 

times).  

 

 

Family Links is evident in a 
range of environments 
 
This behaviour intervention needs 

absolute consistency of approach, and 

focusing on this should ensure that all 

students benefit  

  
Real life learning develops 
independence  
 
We have been focusing on learning for 

life and ensuring that students get a 

wide range of  experiences, trying a 

range of skills for themselves.  

 

During the COVID pandemic this is 

especially relevant as students have had 

to transfer knowledge and skills to their 

home environment.  

 

This priority is about ensuring all 

students are being skillfully supported to 

overcome obstacles that might be 

restricting their independence and 

confidence.e.g. paying attention to the 

finer detail, ensuring that they can do a 

skill in a wide range of places and 

situations. e.g. they can support themself 

in the bathroom with a known adult. 

Next steps: to use different toilets, in the 

shop / Bistro / different part of the 

school with different staff. In doing so, 

develop resilience and enable students to 

apply life skills  in a range of contexts. 

Life skills, linked to ILPs, are 
demonstrated both in and 
beyond school  
 
We have been developing life skills related 

to each student’s specific EHCP and in line 

with their Individual Learning Plans, but 

we know that we can do more to involve 

parents effectively. The use of online 

resources and platforms is now more 

relevant than ever due to the national and 

local lockdowns.  

 

We have also been developing systems to 

ensure learning for life is happening 

throughout the curriculum. Last year, at 

Secondary, a particular focus was placed 

on ensuring that students can manage 

their own personal hygiene and personal 

needs. We want to roll out this provision 

to other key stages and ensure that 

parents feel supported and gain an 

understanding of their child’s needs.  This 

will be communicated and discussed with 

parents in the Annual Review and ongoing 

development throughout the academic 

year, working with all stakeholders.  

 

EHCPs drive focused, multi 

agency working  

 
We have identified a need to make work 

with other agencies more productive.  

COVID has reduced the amount of face 

to face meetings and real life 

interactions from therapists and this has 

caused strains and challenges for us in 

school.  
 

Leaders will ensure that Individual 

Learning Pland that all teachers / 

professionals are working towards the 

students individual targets. Multi 

professional working with a focus on 

clear communication and involvement of 

therapists in setting EHCP targets / 

reviews.  

 

Expand provision 
Expansion of the Secondary provision, 

the 4 classroom extension is due to start 

in May 2021 with a proposed completion 

date of December 2020. This will mean 

that we can have 4 KS3 classes and 3 

KS4/Sixth form classes and dedicated 

spaces for Physiotherapy and a life skills 

area to support the vital teaching of life 

skills. This capital work is vital to the 

growth of the school, and being able to 

expand the current cohort by 16 planned 

places from 91-107 by 2022  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Develop strategic 
partnerships 
 
JWS would benefit from even closer 

collaboration with other Oxon special 

schools and  preparatory work is needed 

to explore a  MAT conversion, delayed in 

2019-20 by COVID19 restrictions.  

We will be further strengthening 

WALP/OASSH partnership link, and 

developing joint working through virtual 

working and developing our familiarity 

with the new technology. 



QUALITY of EDUCATION 

Priority 1 
Consistent, high quality, person-centred teaching and learning  

IMPLEMENTATION - Term 1 - Sept 2020 - October 2020 
Consistent, high quality, person-centred teaching and learning  
 

- Review ILP’s to ensure quality across the school 

 

 

 

 

- Ensure Blended/remote Learning is planned for  

 

- Learning and Teaching Observations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Communication strategies are applied consistently 
 

- KS to increase communication throughout the school day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- SaLT continue to work with teachers to ensure they are all aware of the appropriate 

strategies 

 

Less formal daily activities are valued as learning opportunities 
 

IMPACT - Term 1 - Sept 2020 - October 2020 
Consistent, high quality, person-centred teaching and learning  
 

- ILP have been reviewed by Leaders and we have ensured that these are all of a good 
quality and they have been realigned throughout the school. Phase 1 targets were 
difficult to achieve due to lockdown, so phase 2 targets have been adapted for most 
pupils. - Please see data add here 
 

- SLT have implemented a remote/blended learning column within our ILPs to ensure 
we are planning for learning in the event that a pupil is not in school due to isolation 
or there is a further lock down. 

- Leaders have been observing classes through the classroom doors. All classes have 

settled well. We have seen ⅚ classes on primary are good to outstanding and one 

class with very tricky pupils have taken more time to settle. 

 

- ⅘ classes at secondary are also good to outstanding with 1 class who have had a very 

difficult transition. This is moving forward at this early stage of term 2. 

 

Communication strategies are applied consistently 

 

- KS1 have implemented playtime bags which include symbols and equipment to 

encourage communication - Staff are engaging in communication activities more and 

more in the playground. Teaching staff and leaders have observed higher use of 

communication strategies including Minimal language, use of symbols, OWL etc. 

Pupils are having less incidents at playtime due to heightened focus on 

Communication. Please see data add here 

- KS2 are implementing this strategy in term 2. 

- Secondary - ??? 

 

- SALT are working with children in full PPE but this is a difficult task for some of our 

pupils due to masks covering mouths etc. 

 

Less formal daily activities are valued as learning opportunities 



 

- KS leads to develop engagement during playtimes and outdoor learning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Teachers to ensure that lunchtime is maximised as a learning opportunity 

 

 

- KS2 have implemented Responsive teaching records for outdoor play. This was with 

the intent to heighten engagement and learning during these times. Leaders have 

observed purposeful learning and engagement during these times. 

- KS1 have developed their new outdoor learning space , which now has a mud 

kitchen, pupils have engaged with this and staff also support this learning 

opportunity by getting fully involved in learning and wearing waterproofs 

themselves to ensure that they can maximise modelling etc. 

 

- Primary lunch times have been rearranged to ensure smaller groups to heighten 

learning opportunities. This was new at the end of term 1 and is working well so far. 

IMPLEMENTATION - Term 1 - October 2020 - Dec 2020 
Consistent, high quality, person-centred teaching and learning  

- KS leads to ensure that teachers and pupils are supported to give the pupils the best 
opportunities to meet their targets 

 
- KS leads to ensure maximised opportunities for individual and small group work is 

happening across the day - inside and outside. 

 
 
Communication strategies are applied consistently 

-  

Less formal daily activities are valued as learning opportunities 
-  

IMPACT - Term 1 - October 2020 - Dec 2020 
Consistent, high quality, person-centred teaching and learning  
 

 

 

 

 

Communication strategies are applied consistently 
 
 

Less formal daily activities are valued as learning opportunities 

BEHAVIOUR and ATTITUDES 
 

Priority 2 
 Self-regulate appropriately, build resilience 

IMPLEMENTATION - Term 1 - Sept 2020 - October 2020 
Family Links is evident in a range of environments 

- Teachers to ensure that Family Links strategies are in place to support students’ 
Individual Learning Plans.  

IMPACT - Term 1 - Sept 2020 - October 2020 
Family Links is evident in a range of environments 

- Children are being supported when they display behaviours that challenge, in a 
structured, fair and supportive way, which is known to them.  



 

- Teachers ensure that Family Links circle time activities are happening frequently, 
either as a whole class, small group or on an individual basis.  

- Senior Leaders to ensure that Teacher Appraisal targets support a Family Links rich 
environment. Review of Teacher appraisal targets and the impact on individual 
student outcomes. 

- SLT to organise an INSET days for Family Links training for all staff.  
- SLT and ELT to review how teachers and teams are implementing strategies from the 

INSET Training.  
- SLT learning walks / book or ILP evidence scrutiny, to ensure that Family Links is 

evident in a range of environments.  
 

 

Real life learning develops independence  
- KS leads to ensure that teachers and pupils are supported to give the pupils the best 

opportunities to meet their targets. 
- SLT to ensure that the learning environment is supportive of real life learning. 
- KS leads to ensure maximised opportunities for individual and small group work is 

happening across the day - inside and outside. 
- Supporting students with their Individual Learning Plan Targets, linked to 

independence. 
- Teacher Appraisal targets are set to support a continued Real-Life learning-rich 

environment.  
- Evidence on Individual Learning Plans of targets being met as well as evidence in the 

Teacher’s report for Annual Reviews.  
- Evidence on Individual Learning Plans of targets being met as well as evidence in the 

Teacher’s report for Annual Reviews.  
- SLT learning walks, to ensure that real-life learning is evident in a range of 

environments.  
- Review of Teacher appraisal targets and the impact on individual student outcomes.  
- More evidence is needed in books to support real life learning  

- Family Links circle time / small group activities are evident in most classes.  
- Teachers class timetables indicate SEM H&I lessons, with a focus on Family Links.  
- Core Principle - SLICE displays are showing evidence of Family Links strategies.  
- Staff are using Family Links in a range of environments, including outside play. On 

behaviour Records of Concerns, Family Links scripts evident e.g. “feet on floor”, 
given the option of choices, success reminder etc.  

 
 
 
 
 
Real life learning develops independence  

- Application of skills evident in some classes. Good example -cooking that is 
happening on both sites.  

- Outdoor spaces are used to support individual students to self regulate.  
- Gardening and den building opportunities on both sites, giving children the 

opportunity to practice real life learning.  
- House work opportunities at secondary. Students who benefit from it are prompted 

to use the vacuum cleaner, dishwasher, washing machine and tumble dryer, as well 
as to wash up after snack / cooking / lunch.  

- Sixth Form students are following ASDAN Life Skills Coursework that develops the 
application of skills (see folders).  

- Book Scrutiny revealed that not enough evidence is geared towards real life learning. 
More photos are needed and a greater focus on the application of skills when RTRs 
are filled in.  
 
 

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT  

Priority 3 
Life skills, linked to ILPs, are demonstrated both in and beyond school  

IMPLEMENTATION - Term 1 - Sept 2020 - October 2020 
● JWS Assessment Yearly Schedule reviewed and agreed to ensure the cycle is 

effective. 

Impact 
Nov  

● Everyone is clear about the process and deadlines and are able to plan 

appropriately  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zG5rPxQUZCJz1R76zaLKpd2STo4aQS5tryz801PoRro/edit?ts=5fb7abd9


 
 
  
  
 

● ILPs monitored across 2-19 provision, there was some variation in quality and 

presentation 

○ PDM 23rd Sept to explain and agree consistenceJWS EXAMPLE 

Individual Learning Plan 20/21 

○ Minutes 23/9/20 

● Formative assessment review.  

● ILP data review 

● Data 2019/2020 

● ELT input, Strategic Priorities: ELT Impact 

● 5th January INSET day. Teachers to complete 3 x i’s document Including 

Intent 

● ILPs are more consistent although the link to Life skills, lacks clarity 

● SLT have clarity and can plan for further improvements 

Feb 

LEADERSHIP and MANAGEMENT 

Priority 4 
The school’s vision underpins strategic decision making 

IMPLEMENTATION - Term 1 - Sept 2020 - October 2020 
We have identified a need to make work with other agencies more productive.  COVID has 

reduced the amount of face to face meetings and real life interactions from therapists and this 

has caused strains and challenges for us in school.  
 

Leaders will ensure that Individual Learning Plan that all teachers / professionals are working 

towards the students individual targets. Multi professional working with a focus on clear 

communication and involvement of therapists in setting EHCP targets / reviews.  

 

 
EHCPs Drive focused multi agency working 
 

 

Expand Provision 

 IMPACT Term 1 - October 2020 - Dec 2020 
 

 

Expand Provision 

 

To expand school steadily to 107 planned places by end of year 2022 

 

Primary 

 

Building Scheme 

- Client Engagement Meetings (CEM 1-3 have been completed) followed by Weekly 

meetings with OCC and DHT/HT have ironed out details of internal and external 

design and secured a fit for purpose building solution which enables safe use of 

the wider grounds 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NKvU12zJVKA9FoqJ9qZ0bYr6p4_OdgLwigNIqy3tsW4/edit?ts=5fb7adaa
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NKvU12zJVKA9FoqJ9qZ0bYr6p4_OdgLwigNIqy3tsW4/edit?ts=5fb7adaa
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J--JtPkgbDIRs9DswcNpM5SJMKfvMqHPkKfWFIFJ0YY/edit?ts=5fb7c0b7
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qYBr2All2-uDNDspyiPRUVGw6WAUSra83ctEkGmUeB0/edit?ts=5fb3afe4
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1W9TDln8JQoiOC7C85TFKsW8eJdbu_Xgy5xesSrAccbY/edit


 

-HT to work with the LA on appropriate pace and placement of admission requests with a focus 

on the early years 

-HT/Sec DHT/SBM to liaise with OCC about new 4 class plus + extension at secondary provision 

Regular attendance of virtual meeting with architects, project management and other 

stakeholders 

-Devise fit for purpose decant accommodation for resources and Rest facilities 

-Engage with local stakeholders 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Meetings and ongoing dialogue with WPark is ensuring effective working 

relationships continue despite imposition of significant works 

- Attendance at local traffic meeting 

 

Admissions 

 

- Develop Strategic Partnerships 

- To determine by April whether WNS/JWS should remain in a federation 

 


